
Plants and Animals Similarities 
Plants and animals are all living things. How many plants and animals can you think of? 
Write them in the space below. Try to think of at least five different plants.

Plants               

               

Animals               

               

There are ways in which plants and animals are similar and ways in which they are different. 
Can you think of any of these ways? Write your ideas in the table.

Ways in Which Plants and Animals 
Are Similar

Ways in Which Plants and Animals 
Are Different
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Plants and Animals Similarities 

Plants Animals

have chlorophyll grow make seeds

reproduce

lay eggs or have live young

need food need air

move 

make food

Write these features of plants and animals in the table. Some features will go in both columns.

Plants and animals grow, move and reproduce (make another living thing of the same kind). 
All living things need water, air and food. They are suited to their environment (the place that 
they live in). Plants make their own food from a green substance called chlorophyll, which is in 
their leaves. This turns sunlight into energy. Animals depend on other living things (plants or 
other animals) for their food. Plants reproduce by making seeds. Animals either lay eggs that 
hatch into their young, or they give birth to their live young.
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Plants and Animals Similarities Answers 
Plants and animals are all living things. How many plants and animals can you think of? 
Write them in the space below. Try to think of at least five different plants.

There are ways in which plants and animals are similar and ways in which they are different. 
Can you think of any of these ways? Write your ideas in the table.

Ways in Which Plants and Animals 
Are Similar

Ways in Which Plants and Animals 
Are Different

Answers will name a variety of plants and animals.

Example answers could include:

Grow

Need water

Children may not realise that although 
plants do not move about, they still show 
movements, so may put this as differences. 

have chlorophyll grow make seeds

reproduce

lay eggs or have live young

need food need air

move 

make food

Write these features of plants and animals in the table. Some features will go in both columns.

Plants and animals grow, move and reproduce (make another living thing of the same kind). 
All living things need water, air and food. They are suited to their environment (the place that 
they live in). Plants make their own food from a green substance called chlorophyll, which is in 
their leaves. This turns sunlight into energy. Animals depend on other living things (plants or 
other animals) for their food. Plants reproduce by making seeds. Animals either lay eggs that 
hatch into their young, or they give birth to their live young.

Plants Animals

have chlorophyll

grow

make seeds

need food

reproduce

make food

need air

move

grow

need food

reproduce

lay eggs or have 
live young

need air

move
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